Tucson Fire Department
Starting the 21st Century
2000-2016

The Compass Charter High School was heavily damaged by fire on August 12, 2010.
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Starting the 21st Century: 2000-2016
Tucson’s growth slowed due to both national and local economic difficulties, but UA
programs generated new high-tech industries, and tourism to the Old Pueblo
remained strong. The TFD continued excellent service to the community, expanding
its facilities and equipment, and adding new missions, while ending the period with
severe manpower shortages due to mass retirements and apparatus replacement
issues due to an aging fleet and budget restrictions.
Let’s talk about what was happening in Tucson before talking about developments with the Tucson Fire
Department (TFD).
Tucson Perspective
Summary. Crippled by the Great Recession, Tucson’s economic and population growth slowed. Urban
renewal, particularly the controversial Rio Neuvo project, floundered. Illegal immigration and drug
problems persisted. The horrendous shooting of Arizona Congresswoman Gabrielle Giffords and 17
others, with six deaths, shocked the city and the nation. Tucson’s low-wage economy, underfunded
education, housing/real estate crisis instability, and crumbling surface streets continued to be problems.
On the positive side, UA spacecraft and telescope programs energized new optics and optoelectronics
industries in Tucson. Other high-tech businesses arose in biosciences, including hospitals and trauma
centers, heart and cancer care, medical device firms, and drug research companies. A downtown
streetcar system was reborn. Super-sized shopping centers like La Encantada were constructed.
Historical preservation
efforts were firmly
established.
Rillito
River Park, with 500
miles of bicycle paths
surrounding the city,
was born.
Besides
year round resort
living, golf, bicycling,
and nearby parks and
recreation
areas,
visitors continued to
be attracted to Tucson
by annual events like
the Gem and Mineral
Show, the Tucson
This is a birds-eye view of Tucson in 2015, looking east across I-10 (Courtesy of
Rodeo, and the Tour
fortunebuilders.com)
de Tucson. The Tucson
Book Festival began during this period.
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Here are some of the milestones that helped define Tucson in the first 16 years of the new century:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.
k.

2000 - Rio Nuevo project to revitalize Tucson begins
2001 - Central Arizona Project (CAP) water blended with ground water delivered to Tucson
2004 - La Encantada Shopping Center opens
2004 - Rillito River Park project begins
2006 - Reconstruction of Tucson presidio is completed
2006 - Presidio Trail, 2 ½-mile downtown historical walking tour, opens
2008-2010 - Great Recession produces loss of jobs in Tucson
2009 - First annual Tucson Festival of Books
2011 - Mass shooting, including Arizona Congresswoman Gabrielle Giffords
2012 - Reconstruction of Spanish Colonial San Agustin Mission’s walled garden begins
2014 - Sun Link streetcar system begins service.

Tucson’s new streetcars are 66 feet long, bidirectional, and articulated into three sections. (Courtesy of
sunlink.com)

Municipal Growth. Tucson’s city limits continued to expand, but at a much slower rate than in previous
periods. From 2001 through mid-2016, metropolitan Tucson grew from 196.3 square miles to 236.4
square miles - an increase in size of about 20%. With 38 separate land annexations, most of the growth
was to the south, the largest acquisitions being a parcel south of I-10, extending almost to Sahaurita (27
2

square miles in 2001), the Raytheon district (two and half square miles in 2009), and the area around
Tucson International Airport (three square miles in 2014).
The accompanying map shows Tucson’s city limits in mid-2016.

The city limits of Tucson are shown in dark gray on this map of Tucson. (Courtesy of Tucson Major Streets
and Routes Plan)
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Population. Tucson’s population growth was slowed by the Great Recession. From 486,699 people in
2000, the metropolitan population grew to 520,116 in 2010 and 531,641 in 2015, an increase of 9.2%.
Tucson’s population growth since 1910 and the percentage growth by decade are shown in the
following charts.
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Population Growth in Tucson.

The percentage of Anglos in the Tucson population continued to drop - from 55% in 2000 to an
estimated 35% in 2015. The percentage of Hispanics increased in the same period from 37% to an
estimated 50%.
Water. In 2001, after resolving some water quality issues, Tucson began blending CAP water and
underground water before delivering it to users.
Today, Tucson is operating under the Tucson Water Department’s Long Range Water Plan 2000-2050.
We have stopped pumping most of the wells where the water table has dropped significantly and where
the loss of riparian areas and sinking of the land has been most damaging. As a result, the water table
has begun to rise slightly in some areas. The goal is to “limit our pumping to no more than the rate of
natural replenishment [so] we can still use this resource without causing environmental damage.”
In an effort to conserve water, Tucson is recharging groundwater supplies by running some of the CAP
water into local rivers to seep into the aquifer. Tucson is also using increasing amounts of reclaimed
water (treated wastewater) for irrigation, dust control, and industrial uses.
Recently, the Colorado River, the source of Tucson CAP water, has reported record lows. Conservation
and alternative water sources remain key issues for the future.
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Tucson Fire Department
Summary. The 21st century TFD continued to excel at pre-hospital care, fire prevention, firefighting,
specialized rescue, and hazardous material operations. The Department added new fire stations and
facilities, modernized equipment, and manpower, while adding a new mission for disaster preparedness
and incorporating hazmat and rapid response teams.
By 2000 the TFD had commissioned 19 fire stations. With the closing of Station 2 in 1963, the TFD had
18 active fire stations in 2000. A Tucson bond program in 2000 provided for three new stations:
Stations 20 and Station 21 built in 2005, and Station 22 built in 2007. In 2009 Station 1 was moved to
the new Fire Central building located on the west side of downtown. Finally in 2015, the TFD took over
the operation of Raytheon’s Fire Department, which became Station 23. So by mid 2016, the TFD was
operating 22 fire stations, serving the Tucson metropolitan area.
In 2006 the TFD opened a new Support Services Facility at 720 Ajo Way to provide department-wide
supplies and apparatus maintenance services, increasing support services space from 9,000 square feet
in the old facility to 34,000 square feet in the new building.

On July 12, 2006 Tucson Mayor Bob Walkup speaks during the grand opening of the TFD’s new Support Services
Facility. (Courtesy of the Arizona Daily Star)

TFD special missions continued to expand. Emergency medical responses grew from a call volume of
85% to 90% in this period; by the mid-2000s, EMS provided video telemetry from ambulances while in
route to hospitals. (More on EMS to come.)
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In 2002 the Department added a disaster preparedness section to the organization. With federal funds
the TFD disaster preparedness effort provided grant-funded training and educational opportunities;
hosted in-the-field drills with military, educational and other institutions; and acted as a funding conduit
for smaller departments’ new equipment acquisition. In 2004 the TFD put a Hazmat team into service
and in 2006 started a Rapid Response Team operation to respond to natural and manmade disasters by
providing first responder aid and management to victims and communities.
Fire suppression and medical missions
continued to drive new apparatus
acquisition. Pumpers, aerial ladder trucks,
command response vehicles, paramedic
units, specialty hazardous material response
vehicles, and support vehicles were
purchased regularly through 2009 to meet
requirements. From 2010 to mid-2016 severe
budget constraints limited new apparatus
purchases.
After a successful pilot program in 2006, an
Alpha Truck program was started in 2007;
pick-up trucks, manned by emergency
medical technicians, were purchased to
provide less-serious medical care.

Alpha Trucks like this one started providing less serious
medical care in 2007. (Courtesy of the TFD)

With four additional fire stations, new
missions for disaster preparedness and rapid response, plus new emphasis on Community Services, the
number of TFD personnel (commissioned and civilian) grew steadily from a little over 500 personnel in
2000 to about 750 in 2011, but then, due to budget issues, the TFD struggled to maintain that number
through mid-2016.1
To manage increasingly complex staff scheduling challenges, the TFD implemented a computerized
“telestaffing” system in 2002 that employed software modules for timekeeping, payroll, employee
scheduling, hiring, and workforce analysis.
Three men - Daniel Newburn, Patrick Kelly, and Jim Critchley - served as Chief of the TFD during this
period.
Continuing efforts to hire and promote women and minorities, in 2015 the TFD named Laura Baker,
hired as a firefighter in 1994, as its first female Assistant Chief. Sharon McDonough, assigned as a
firefighter in 1990, the first female Battalion Chief in the TFD, was promoted to Deputy Chief in 2011.

1

The fiscal year (FY) TFD budget for 2016 (July 1, 2015 to June 30, 2016) had a personnel limit of 766.5 people, 633
commissioned and 133.5 civilian.
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In 2015 the TFD faced severe manpower issues. More than 60 firefighters (all with more than 20 years
of service) retired in 2015. The Department had taken steps beginning in 2012 to educate and train
personnel to fill vacancies, but the retirements, along with mandated Tucson budget restrictions,
provided real challenges for the TFD.
The TFD also continued to grow as a business. The operating budget steadily increased from $37.3M in
FY 1999-2000 to $80M in FY 2009, and then facing annual budget issues, to $94.3M in FY 2016. Capital
purchases (e.g. firefighting apparatus and medical vehicles) were budgeted in a separate category,
sometimes set for multiple consecutive years, perhaps averaging about 10% of the annual operating
budget through 2009, with essentially no apparatus purchases from 2010 to mid-2016. Department
expenditures were supplemented over the years by periodic Federal Grants to pay for important fire
and emergency response equipment or enforcement programs. Total TFD expenditures were also
reduced by several Cost Recovery programs, including charges for advanced life support transport to
hospitals by TFD ambulances, regional training, equipment trades, and fire code fines.
In 2008 the TFD Restoration Committee completed the restoration of a 1928 Ahrens-Fox pumper. The
restoration of the 1923 American LaFrance pumper, used to fight the Hotel Congress fire in 1934, was
completed in 2014. You can see both of these fabulous machines today at Fire Central. The restoration
of a 1923 American LaFrance Aerial Ladder Truck is presently underway - first the “cab” and perhaps
later the ladder section.
In 2010 the Greater Tucson Fire Foundation (GTFF) was formed as a non-profit philanthropic
organization “to assist the Tucson fire-service community with unmet needs in the area of advanced
training, technology, survivors help, education campaigns, firefighter health and wellness, and other
support services.” The GTFF also supports “the research, collection, interpretation, and presentation of
the rich history of firefighting in Tucson.” The online Greater Tucson Foundation Archives are a research
collection point for all aspects of TFD history, while the “Reflections on Tucson Fire Department History”
selection from that archive contains a series of articles reflecting on TFD history.
In 2011, after numerous complaints about the General Services Department’s operation of the city’s
emergency 911 Communications Center, the TFD took over the day-to-day management of the Center.
In mid-2016 Tucson Fire Communication is the “primary answering point for 911 calls” originating with
the City of Tucson and the secondary answering point for eight additional Fire and EMS agencies in the
Tucson region, including Northwest, Golder Ranch, Mountain Vista, Avra Valley, Picture Rocks, Three
Points, South Tucson, and Mt. Lemmon. As the FY2016 TFD annual report states, “TFD also operates the
Southern Arizona Medical Emergency Dispatch System which facilitates communications between field
personnel, area hospitals and medical helicopters.”
In an effort to improve Fire and EMS response times, in an environment of ever-increasing call loads, the
TFD started a pilot program in February 2016 for Tucson Collaborative Community Care, or “TC-3,” to
connect people in need with the appropriate community resources, steering them away from overreliance (for inappropriate reasons) on limited Fire/EMS resources.
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Fire Stations. Here are the details of the four new fire stations that were built during this period and a
fifth station that was taken over by the TFD.

Station 1
300 South Fire Central Place
2009-

Station 20
4798 North First Avenue
2005-

Station 21
8620 East Tanque Verde Road
2005-

Station 23
1151 East Hermans Road
2015-

Station 22
6810 South Alvernon W ay
2007-

These are the TFD fire stations that started service from 2000 to mid-2016. (Courtesy of the TFD; Station 23
courtesy of Google Maps)

Station 1 (fire headquarters) was relocated in October 2009 from 265 South Church Avenue to the new
and current Fire Central building, located downtown at 300 South Fire Central Place, Cushing and
Granada. Home to two engine companies, a ladder company, a paramedic unit, and the Hazardous
Materials Response Team, Station 1 is Tucson’s largest station in terms of apparatus and personnel.
Station 20, the city’s most northern firehouse, was built in 2005 at 4798 North First Avenue, providing
access to both First Avenue and River Road, coverage of Tucson Mall and the area north of the Rillito
River, the River Road commercial corridor, and the potential to serve future annexed areas.
Station 21 was built in 2005 at 8620 East Tanque Verde Road, near the intersection of Tanque Verde and
Bear Canyon Roads. Situated in the far northeast corner of the city, it serves residents on the north side
of Tanque Verde Wash and provides service for periodic heavy rains and bridge closures, plus potential
for future city expansion.
Station 22 was built in 2007 at 6810 South Alvernon Way and provides service for key industrial and
commercial sites such as Raytheon, the Tucson International Airport, and the Arizona National Guard.
8

Station 22 also provides protection for a large geographic area within the city and potential for future
growth.
Station 23 is the previous Raytheon fire station at 1151 East Hermans Road that the TFD took over in
2015 under agreement with Raytheon, following Tucson’s 2009 annexation of the land on which
Raytheon is located. Raytheon gave the city its two fire engines and pays the city $1.3 million a year
(rising to $1.4 million in 2018) for fire and emergency medical services.
Firefighting Apparatus. Listing each piece of apparatus added to the fleet during this period would be
prohibitive.2 Here are some of the highlights.
In 2006 and 2007 the Department, for a cost of just under $10 million, purchased 14 new pumpers, five
aerial ladder trucks, two specialty hazardous materiel response vehicles, three ladder tenders, eight
paramedic units, eight command response vehicles, one box truck and 12 support vehicles - the largest
single vehicle purchase in TFD history.

Much of the apparatus purchased in 2006 is displayed at the opening of the new Support Services Facility.
(Courtesy of the TFD)

Apparatus purchases continued through 2009 until budget issues caused purchases of replacement
equipment to cease. A representative set of apparatus put in service in this time period, and still
operational in mid-2016, is shown below.
According to the TFD FY16 Annual Report, the department’s “fleet replacement program has not been
fully funded since 2008. This lack of funding is due to the downturn in the economy. As a result of
losing apparatus funding, the emergency response fleet is getting older, registering more miles and
experiencing a decrease in reliability.” As Chief Critchley states in the same report, “Each of our primary
vehicle types have URGENT needs.”3

2

Every piece of apparatus purchased by the TFD since the Department’s beginning in 1881 is described on this
website at “Apparatus, TFD Apparatus Information, TFD Apparatus History.”
3

The TFD FY 2016 Report says that “the department apparatus replacement budget needs are $5.0-5.8M per
year". Historically, vehicles that reach 100,000 miles are supposed to be replaced. TFD apparatus exceeding
100,000 miles included 50% of fire engine pumpers, 25% of ladder trucks, and 87% of the paramedic fleet.
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2007 Pierce Aerial Ladder Truck

2009 Pierce Impel Pumper

2007 Spartan Haz/Mat Vehicle

2009 Med-Tec Ambulance

2009 Hackney Ladder Tender

These vehicles are representative of apparatus that the TFD had in service in mid-2016. (Courtesy of the TFD)

The accompanying figure provides a mid-2016 snapshot of how TFD assets are distributed throughout
metropolitan Tucson. City limits, the four operational TFD battalions, the locations of the 22 fire
stations and their assignments to the battalions are shown. Also shown are the apparatus assignments
to fire stations and the number of calls that each unit responded to from July 1, 2015 to June 30, 2016.
Finally, an assessment of call volume is indicated for each section of the city. The deployment goal was
to “identify ways to cut costs while still meeting an increasing demand for services.”
In mid-2016, the TFD operated with 23 engine companies, seven ladder companies, three ladder
tenders, one quint (combination pumper and ladder) company; 18 paramedic units; four technical
rescue vehicles; one haz/mat vehicle, and one Air, Power and Light Truck vehicle.
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Legend
AP: Air, Power, and Light Truck
BN: Battalion Chief
EC: Executive Captain
EN: Engine Company
HazMat: Hazardous Materials Unit

LD: Ladder Company
LT: Ladder Tender
PM: Paramedic Unit
RE: Technical Rescue Unit

In mid-2016, this is how the TFD organized and deployed its service units. (Courtesy of the TFD)
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TFD Chiefs. Frederick Shipman completed his eight-year, 11-month term as Chief of the TFD in January
2001. We told his story in the previous “Reflections” article, “Closing the 20th Century: 1970-2000.”
After Chief Shipman retired, Assistant Chief Daniel Newburn was assigned as interim Fire Chief until he
was selected by Tucson City Manager James Keene to be permanent Chief in July 2001. Chief Newburn
retired in September 2008, when Assistant Fire Chief Randy Ogden was assigned as interim Fire Chief for
several months, until a national search for a permanent Chief resulted in Tucson City Manager Mike
Letcher naming DeLand, Florida Fire Chief Patrick Kelly as TFD Chief. Chief Kelly resigned after a short
term in February 2011. Assistant Chief Jim Critchley was then assigned as interim Chief until his
selection as permanent Fire Chief by City Manager Mike Letcher in September 2011.

The Chiefs of the Tucson Fire Department during this Period.
No.

Term as Chief

Name

Born

Died

25

7/2001-9/2008

Daniel Newburn

2014
Tucson

26

11/2008-2/2011

Patrick Kelly

27

9/2011-

Jim Critchley

1949
Memphis,
Tennessee
1953
Baltimore,
Maryland
1962
Tucson

Time as
Chief
7 yrs.
2 mo
2 yrs.
4 mo

Comments
Personal Motto:
“Nobody does it
better than the TFD”
Shortest term as Chief
since Arizona became
a state in 1912
Huge booster of TFD
history

25 Daniel Newburn (7/2001-9/2008) - Dan Newburn was born on January
19, 1949 in Memphis, Tennessee; moved to Tucson to attend high school and
the University of Arizona; before joining the TFD as a firefighter on February
4, 1974.
On May 18, 1980 a fire truck at the scene of a dumpster fire rolled forward
over Newburn’s foot and ankle, crushing them. While recovering from this
injury, Newburn left the TFD under a disability retirement, from May 31, 1981
to August 1, 1983, when he was rehired as a firefighter. He was appointed as
a fire Inspector in 1983, named Firefighter of the Year in 1985, gained
experience as public information officer and fire cause investigator, was promoted to Captain in 1989, to
Hazardous Materials Unit Battalion Chief in 1992, to Assistant Chief in 1994, before being selected as
Fire Chief in July 2001.
During Dan Newburn’s term as Chief, three new fire stations (Stations 20, 21, 22) were built along with
the Support Services Facility. In 2006-2007, Chief Newburn managed the largest purchase of firefighting
apparatus in the Department’s history. The cost-cutting Alpha Truck program for minor emergencies
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was started and video link capability between ambulances and hospitals was instituted. Finally, Disaster
Preparedness and Rapid Response were added to the TFD’s missions
Chief Newburn also handled a few controversies during his time as Chief, including allegations of
discrimination and harassment leveled against the department by a female employee, a dispute with the
fire union on how to fill vacant inspector posts, and disciplining eight firefighters who pulled
inappropriate pranks on new recruits.
Three high-damage fires during Newburn’s tenure as Chief were the Maverick Bar fire on East 22nd
Street in 2002, The Woods at Midvale Park Apartment Complex fire on West Valencia Road in 2005; and
the Iota Engineering fire at South Park and Valencia Road in 2005. We will discuss these fires later in this
article.
In 2003 Chief Newburn received the inaugural Lifetime Achievement Award from the Arizona Fire Chief
Association, a statewide group of hundreds of firefighters.
When Chief Newburn retired in September 2008, after 34 years of service to the TFD, City Manager
Mike Hein said,
“Newburn truly put service above self and was deftly able to combine the traditions of
the Fire Department with innovative new ideas and technology. He represents
everything that’s great about public service. He was a true leader and true Fire Chief.”
Following six years of retirement, during which he enjoyed traveling, hunting, fishing, and reading, Chief
Daniel Newburn died in Tucson at age 65 on September 18, 2014.
26 Patrick Kelly (11/2008-2/2011) - Patrick Kelly born on February 22, 1953
in Baltimore, Maryland. He started in fire service in Baltimore County,
Maryland in 1974 as a firefighter/EMT. In a 26-year career, he served as a
Paramedic, Company Officer, and a Battalion Chief (in firefighting and
administration) before his retirement in 2000.
While in Maryland, Kelly earned an Associate Degree in Fire Protection
Technology from Baltimore County Maryland Community College and an
MBA from Loyola University. Patrick Kelly was Commissioner of Emergency
Services for Westchester County New York - just north of New York City when the World Trade Center was attacked in 2001.
In 2005 Kelly became Chief of the DeLand, Florida Fire Department and it was from that position that he
was hired as Chief of the TFD in November 2008. Patrick Kelly was the second Chief to be brought in
from outside the TFD.4

4

The first was Dean Holland who served as Chief from November 1976 to March 1982. See the “Reflections”
th
article, “Closing the 20 Century: 1970-2000.”
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Chief Kelly quickly ran into funding problems. Tucson’s severe budget crisis in 2009/2010 impacted the
TFD; the Department was forced to cut its budget by eight percent and lost 56 employees. New
apparatus purchases ceased and TFD services were reduced - critical issues that would constrain the TFD
through the rest of this time period.
On the positive side, with previously approved funds, Chief Kelly presided over the move of Station 1 to
the new Fire Headquarters building, downtown on South Fire Central Place, and welcomed the
formation of the Greater Tucson Fire Foundation to help the TFD with support services.
The two most significant fires that the TFD fought during Kelly’s term as Chief were the Greyhound Park
fire on South 3rd Avenue in 2009 and the Compass High School fire on East 22nd Street in 2010. Both of
these fires will be discussed later in this article.
After only a little over two years as Fire Chief, and under fire for conflicts with both the City Manager
and Police Chief, Patrick Kelly resigned from the TFD in February 2011.
Right after his departure from Tucson, Kelly became an Adjunct Professor at Columbia Southern
University in Orange Beach, Alabama, teaching fire sciences - a position he still holds today. He also
became a Senior Consultant on municipal Fire/EMS and Emergency Management studies for the TriData
Corporation of Arlington, Virginia.
Patrick Kelly’s most recent fire service job (2012-2014) was as the Fire Director for the Cherry Hill, New
Jersey Fire Department.
In addition to his fire service background, Patrick Kelly worked in the residential and commercial
construction industry part time over three decades. He also owned his own painting and lawn/care
landscaping businesses as side jobs.
Kelly is a 2003 graduate of the Executive Fire Office program at the National Fire Academy in
Emmitsburg, Maryland. He holds both an Executive Fire Officer and a Chief Fire Officer designation and
currently serves as Chair for the newly established Executive Fire Officer Section of the International
Association of Fire Chiefs.
27 Jim Critchley (9/2011- ) - Jim Critchley was born in Tucson on April 29,
1962. He graduated from Sahuaro High School and then spent three years at
UA planning to major in Marine Biology, before interrupting his formal
education to join the private fire service, Rural Metro, as a Firefighter in
1984.
On July 5, 1988 Jim Critchley joined the TFD as a Firefighter. He was
promoted to Paramedic in 1991, worked in Emergency Management for six
years, before his next promotion to Fire Captain in 1997, then gaining
experience in Hazardous Materials, Training, and Promotional programs. In
2000 Critchley was promoted to Battalion Chief, where he managed emergency scenes; in 2001 to
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Training Deputy Chief; in 2007 to Deputy Chief of Operations; and in 2009 to Assistant Fire Chief, where
he managed Training and Emergency Management.
During this period with the TFD, Critchley continued his formal education, earning an Associate Degree
in Fire Science from Pima Community College in 1996, a Bachelor Degree in Fire Service Management
from ASU in 2006, and a Master of Business Administration Degree from the UA Eller College of
Management in 2009. He also took several “at a distance” fire service classes from the National Fire
Academy in Emmitsburg, Maryland.
In August 2011, while acting as Interim Chief, Critchley was asked by the City Manager to take over the
struggling emergency 911 Telephone System. The TFD immediately integrated that function as a critical
part of the Communications Section.
On September 20, 2011 the City Council approved Jim Critchley as the 27th Chief of the TFD. His
continuing challenge was to maintain TFD services in a budget crunch environment.
In July 2012 Chief Critchley suffered (in his words) “a mild stroke,” initially “exhibiting some deficits,” but
soon fully recovered and returned to the job.
From September 2011 through mid-2016, the TFD fought a number of fires including the St. Demetrios
Greek Orthodox Church fire on East Fort Lowell in 2013, and two fires affecting Tucson landmarks, the
Rincon Market fire on East 6th Street in 2013 and the Guadalajara Fiesta Grill fire on Kolb Road in 2014.
We will discuss these fires in the next section of this article.
At this point in his fire service career, Jim Critchley has an impressive record of professional and
community affiliations.5
In 2008 the Arizona State Fire Chiefs Association awarded Critchley with the Fire Chief of the Year
award.
Chief Critchley continues working towards a better TFD for the future. In the TFD’s 2015 Annual Report,
Critchley outlined four areas of focus: fleet replacement and facility support, enhancement of
emergency response capability, employee compensation, and community risk reduction.
Major Incidents. From 2000 through mid-2016 there were seven major incidents outside the Tucson
metropolitan area to which the TFD did not respond, but which help define the time period. These
include two forest fires in the Catalina Mountains, three fires outside TFD jurisdiction that private fire
departments covered, a horrible mass shooting, and a fighter jet crash.
1
2

Bullock Forest Fire (May, June 2002 in Santa Catalina Mountains) - burned over 36,000
acres.
Aspen Forest Fire (June 2003 in Santa Catalina Mountains) - burned nearly 85,000 acres;
heavy damage in the town of Summerhaven.

5

See the complete record of Jim Critchley’s fire service career and affiliations on this website at “Honor Roll &
Membership 1, Chiefs, James E. Critchley.”
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3
4

5
6

7

Carl’s Junior Restaurant Fire (May 19, 2007 at 6301 East Grant Road) - Small fires, blast
destroyed building; $1.2M damage.
Unfinished Apartment Complex Fire (April 24, 2008 at North Thornydale Road and East
Linda Vista Boulevard) - One occupied building and four others under construction
destroyed; $4M damage.
Highland Apartment Complex Fire (August 30, 2009 at 5755 East River Road) - Twelve
occupied apartments affected; $2M damage.
Mass Shooting (January 8, 2011 at a shopping center on southeast corner of Ina and
Oracle Roads) - 19 people shot by a lone gunman. Six died. U.S. Representative
Gabrielle Giffords was severely injured.
F-16 Fighter Jet Crash (June 24, 2015) - Air National Guard F-16 on nighttime training
mission from Tucson crashed about five miles from Douglas, Arizona, killing the Iraqigeneral pilot

The TFD fought over 50 major fires during this period. Following is a summary of newspaper headlines
from eight of the most significant of these fires. Following the headlines, we present a summary of each
of these eight major incidents, compiled from TFD records and newspaper accounts of the day.
Comments in “quotes” are directly from these sources.

These representative newspaper headlines described major fires in Tucson from
2000 to mid-2016. (Courtesy of the Arizona Daily Star and Tucson Daily Citizen)
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February 25, 2002

Maverick Bar at 4702 East 22nd Street

“Popular Maverick King of Clubs honky-tonk nightclub was destroyed by an early
morning fire. … Fire officials called in three ladder trucks, eight engine companies, three
medic vans, four assistant fire chiefs and a fire chief to manage the three-alarm blaze. …
Flames shooting from the roof of the nightclub rose to 60 feet … Four firefighters were
taken to hospitals with what appears to be minor injuries, mostly bumps and bruises,
after the nightclub’s roof collapsed on them. The men were located with thermalimaging cameras … a special team was sent inside to rescue the men. … It was close call.
It took 48 firefighters to extinguish the fire and protect an auto repair shop.” Probably
arson. Estimated damage $700,000.

The Maverick Bar was destroyed by flames which reached a height of 60 feet. (Courtesy of
the Tucson Citizen)
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April 28, 2005

Woods at Midvale Park Apartment Complex at 1970
West Valencia Road

“An accidental two-alarm fire … destroyed eight apartments on the Southwest side …
Fourteen vehicles and 42 firefighters were dispatched” and had the fire under control in
about 30 minutes. “The roof of the apartment structure collapsed before the fire was
contained. … No one was injured. … Investigators suspect the fire was caused by torches
plumbers were using to work on pipes. … Damage estimated at $1M.”

The Woods apartment complex ruins continue to smolder after the $1M fire. (Courtesy of the
Arizona Daily Star)
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July 17, 2005

Iota Engineering at South Park and Valencia Roads

“The fire at Iota Engineering, a manufacturer of lighting products, sent flames about 100
feet into the night air and gutted the 20,000-square-foot building. … Twenty-one
firetrucks and 63 firefighters were sent to fight the blaze. … When firefighters arrived
they sprayed down the six mobile homes that were closest to the building. …
Firefighters were able to keep the fire from spreading.” The fire was under control in
about an hour and 20 minutes. “There were a lot of battery chargers and combustible
materials in the building. No one was inside the building and no one was injured.
Damage was estimated at $3M.

Arriving firefighters approach the blaze at Iota Engineering. (Courtesy of the TFD)
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May 28, 2009

Greyhound Park at 2600 Block of South 3rd Avenue

Fire broke out in an enclosed tower on the southwest side of the Greyhound Park
building - during a race. “Tucson firefighters received a call for assistance from their
South Tucson counterparts. … Firefighters [35] evacuated 50 people - 30 employees and
20 patrons - from the park. Between 80 and 90 greyhounds were also evacuated to a
safe location where they were examined by a veterinarian. No injuries were reported. …
The tower dome structure partially collapsed” and the fire was under control in about
two and three-quarter hours. Damage estimated at $1M.

Firefighters were initially unable to get into the tower to extinguish the blaze. (Courtesy of
the Arizona Daily Star)
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August 12, 2010

Compass High School at 8200 Block of East 22nd Street

“Firefighters arrived to find the east end of a [charter] high school, located in a singlestory business mall-type setup, completely engulfed. The flames were spreading
towards the west end of the building. … The school occupies ten buildings which are all
attached to each other. … Flames destroyed four of the buildings which are used for
administrative offices and classrooms. … It took over 60 firefighters and 20 fire trucks
almost three hours to save approximately 75% of the building. … No injuries were
reported. … Fumes from an adhesive and other materials being used to install a wood
floor inside the building is what sparked the massive fire.” Estimated damage was $2M.

Firefighters arrived to find Compass Charter High School engulfed in flames. (Courtesy of the
TFD)
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May 29, 2013

St. Demetrios Greek Orthodox Church at 1145 East Ft.
Lowell

A smoldering fire heavily damaged St. Demetrios Greek Orthodox Church. “Twelve units
and thirty-two firefighters were dispatched to the incident. … Arriving units reported
heavy black smoke and high temperatures but no visible flame. The northwest area of
the building was producing the most smoke and crews focused their search in that area
with a ladder company cutting a hole in the roof … they found an area of the church
heavily damaged due to fire. … Crews confirmed that there was no active fire by using
thermal imaging cameras. … The fire was declared under control thirty-three minutes
after the first unit arrived on scene. … One firefighter was transported to the hospital for
precautionary reasons due to signs of dehydration. … The early morning fire left the
main church building unusable and several buildings on the property were damaged by
smoke and soot. … City building-safety officials did condemn the [main] building.” An
untended candle left burning caused the fire. Estimated damage was over $1M.

There was heavy smoke damage inside St Demetrios Greek Orthodox Church from the
smoldering fire. (Courtesy of the Arizona Daily Star)
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July 2, 2013

Rincon Market at 2513 East 6th Street

Three alarms were called to fight a fire at the popular Rincon Market that “pushed
firefighters to extreme limits due to high heat and the size of the building. … Twenty
units and 48 firefighters were dispatched to the scene. … Interior crews started pulling
down the ceiling to locate the fire. The crews were able to put water on the fire quickly
but the roof construction made it difficult to extinguish completely. … [Outside] crews
tore open holes in the roof while battling extreme summer temperatures [to reach the
fire]. Every firefighter had to report to rehab to cool off and have their vital signs
taken.” The “third alarm was called after the fire was extinguished specifically to relieve
the exhausted crews. … There were no injuries related to the incident. … Firefighters got
the fire under control in about 55 minutes.” There was no cause of the fire determined
or damage estimates made for this fire.

A ladder crew looks for evidence of an active fire on the roof of the Rincon Market. (Courtesy
of the Arizona Daily Star)
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July 25, 2014

Guadalajara Fiesta Grill Restaurant at 700 Block North
Kolb Road

“The TFD battled a two-alarm building fire … with the entire attic of the building
engulfed in flames during the firefighting operation. … Forty firefighters and 14 units
responded [to the alarm]. … The interior crew pulled down ceiling from above them [to
reveal the raging fire].” Due to the amount of fire in the attic, now burning through the
roof, the “decision was made by command staff on scene to transition to a defensive
firefighting operation, meaning all crews would be pulled out of the building and off the
roof. Large hose lines were placed on the exterior of the building as well as two aerials
being put up, combining to pour thousands of gallons of water per minute to extinguish
the fire. The majority of flames were extinguished [within an hour] but crews were still
on scene hours later, extinguishing hot spots in the attic space. … The restaurant
sustained heavy, heavy fire damage and the building [was] a total loss.” There was no
cause of the fire determined or damage estimates made for this fire.

A heavy fire in the attic of the Guadalajara Fiesta Grill spread to engulf the entire building.
(Courtesy of the Arizona Daily Star)
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Moving Forward. As we have documented, the Tucson Fire Department has been fighting fires for 135
years, since 1881, starting out as an all-volunteer force with literally no equipment but a few shovels and
buckets. The TFD has grown into a modern department, nationally recognized for its overall excellence.
Here is a summary6 of the mission and organization of today’s Tucson Fire Department:
The Mission of the TFD is to protect the lives and property of the citizens of Tucson from natural and
manmade hazards and acute medical emergencies through prevention, education and active
intervention. The goal of the TFD is to minimize the loss of life and property from the effects of fire,
medical, or other emergencies, and to render assistance as required.
In FY 2016 the TFD responded to more than 91,000 emergency calls; the 37th busiest department in the
nation. Ladder 9 was the 8th busiest ladder truck in the country. Emergency medical response made up
90% of the call volume; however the department continues to experience a high volume of fire,
specialty rescue, and hazardous material response.
The Fire Chief provides direction and policy to the entire Department and oversees the three
operational divisions.

The FY 2015/2016 organization chart of the TFD shows the three operating divisions under the Fire Chief.
(Courtesy of the TFD)

The Operations Division (Division 1) consists of three sections:




Fire and Emergency Medical Services response, including Hazardous Materials and Technical
Rescue
Emergency Management/Homeland Security
Training and Continuing Education

6

For complete details, see “TFD Mission and Overview,” Official website of the City of Tucson,
http://www.tucsonaz.gov/fire/mission-and-overview.
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The Operations Division (Division 1) organization chart shows the four operational battalions. Note the color-coded
“A, B, C” designations that identify the three-shift operations at each battalion. (Courtesy of the TFD)

The Operations Support Division (Division 2) consists of three sections:




Fire Prevention and Public Education, including Fire Inspectors, Community Risk Reduction,
and Public Safety Education
Medical Administration and Safety
Emergency 911 Communications

The Administrative Support Division (Division 3) consists of the sections:




Logistics and Fleet Management, including Supply and Maintenance
Human Resources, Payroll
Finance, Budget, Cost Recovery

Tucson firefighters respond to emergencies as part of a team trained to protect the lives and property of
citizens. This highly skilled work includes firefighting, patient care during medical emergencies, technical
rescue, and hazardous materials incidents. Tucson firefighters educate the public in the areas of fire
safety and fire prevention. Tucson firefighters also enforce building codes designed to provide a safer
environment for all. Other duties include care and maintenance of department property and
equipment, occupancy inspections, pre-fire plans, training and physical fitness.
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TFD senior officers in the Operations Support Services Division (Division 2) and the Administrative Support
Services Division (Division 3) are identified above, along with personnel allocations for key functions. (Courtesy
of the TFD)
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Greater Tucson Fire Foundation
Thank you for taking an interest in
Tucson Fire Department history —
This is one of many sections that contain information, documents, letters, newspaper articles,
pictures, etc. They have been collected and arranged in chronological order or by a subject.
These items were collected, organized and entered into a computerized database by Dave
Ridings Retired Assistant Chief Tucson Fire Department, Al Ring friend of the department,
Greater Tucson Fire Foundation and with the help of many friends and fellow firefighters.
All graphics have been improved to make the resolution as good as possible, but the reader
should remember that many came from copies of old newspaper articles. This also applies to
other items such as documents, letters, etc.
Credit to the source of the documents, photos, etc. is provided whenever it was available. We
realize that many items are not identified and regret that we weren’t able to provide this
information. As far as the newspaper articles that are not identified, 99% of them would have
to be from one of three possible sources. The Arizona Daily Star, The Tucson Citizen and the
Tucson Daily Citizen, for which we want to give a special thanks.
Please use this information as a reference tool only. If the reader uses any of the information
for any purpose other than a reference tool, they should get permission from the source.
Should the reader have additional information on the above subject we would appreciate you
sharing it with us. Please see the names and contact information on the 1st. TFD Archives page
right below this paragraph.
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